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Universal, simple & secure tablet security

The BossTab Freedom is the only secure tablet stand 

that doesn’t require a case, clamps, brackets or cables. 

The tablet is displayed as it was meant to be. All cables, 

buttons and controls are fully accessible.
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Freedom
Movement
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90° Rotation

The Freedom’s inbuilt joint enables the tablet to be 
rotated between portrait and landscape, as well as 
flipped to another user on the other side of the stand.

Movement options

• Flip to users on either side of the stand.
• 90° rotation between portrait and landscape.

Interaction on both sides of the counter



Freedom
Release & Security
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Adhesive Tape

Release Plate

Hexagon Socket Screw

Truly Universal

Can be used with any sized tablet due to the 

strong adhesive backing. Simply stick the Freedom 

bracket to your tablet, then attach it to the stand 

via the rear Allen key screw.

Easy release tablet bracket

Optional Cable Lock

Want more security? The Freedom comes with a slot for 
an optional cable lock, offering you more security at a 
low cost.

Move-ability

Easily separate your tablet from the stand using the 

rear Allen key screw. Simply remove the screw and you 

can pick up and use your tablet freely.



Freedom
Cable Management
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Can’t run a cable to your stand?

No problem! Simply remove your tablet from the 
Freedom using the Allen key and charge it at the 
end of the day.
Alternatively use a portable battery back to keep 
your tablet running.

No Frills Cable Management

Easy Cable Routing

You can feed your cable through the interior of the 
Freedom pole, the cable can then run either out the 
bottom of the mounting surface or above it.



Screwed from above* Screwed from below*

Freedom
Screw Mount Options
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Wall mounting

Want to mount your stand to a wall?
Go for it! Simply use the provided bracket and 
you’re good to go. You can even run your cable 
through the wall for a cable free user experience.

Unobtrusive Mounting

Want a permanently affixed enclosure?

No problem! The Freedom can be screw mounted to 
any suitable surface.

There are 2 possible mounting methods:

Screw it from the top of the mounting surface using 
the provided bracket, or screw it from below for a 
seamless look.

*Refer to specifications (page 7) for measurements



Freedom
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Size Options

6.4”
163mm

Small Case

3”
76mm

3.1”
80mm

Release Plate

45°
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Specifications
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5.9”
150mm

4.9”
125mm

0.7”
18.3mm

Option 2A: 

Screwed from above table

Hole on surface

Surface Footprint

1.7”
42.3mm

1.1”
28.6mm

0.8”
20m

m

Screws Supplied:

1.6” (40mm) Long x4

Screws Supplied:

0.4” (9mm) Short x4
1.0” (26mm) Medium x4

Cable Hole

Optional Screw Hole

3.5”
90mm

Option 1:

Free standing base

Option 2B:

Screwed from below table

0.7”
18.3mm

3.1”
77.5mm

2.2”
55m

m

3.6”
91.7mm


